Assessment support is included as part of your annual Nelson Key Geography Kerboodle licence, as well as in your Teacher’s Handbook.

End-of-lesson assessments
These interactive, multi-choice tests are supplied on Kerboodle to reinforce learning from the Student Books. Students use their interpretative skills and knowledge recall to complete the test online, whether individually or in a group, in class or for homework. The tests are auto-marked and students are given their cumulative score.

End-of-unit assessment enquiries
There’s one of these project-based enquiry tasks on Kerboodle for each topic covered in the books. You are supplied with the task, supporting resources and teacher notes which explain the rationale behind the task and offer marking guidance based on PoS requirements.

Skills worksheets
For every double-page spread in the books, there’s a worksheet on Kerboodle which you can print out and photocopy. These can be used as homework tasks or to generate discussion in lessons. The worksheets are differentiated throughout each topic.

Teacher’s Handbooks
Practical support in your Teacher’s Handbook includes:
- Learning objectives and outcomes for each lesson
- Support for the end-of-unit enquiries, including differentiation suggestions and photocopyable student checklist worksheets